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Abstract 

Nano-second, capillary discharges (nCDs) are unique plasma sources in their ability to sustain 
high specific energy deposition ωdep approaching 10 eV/molecule in molecular gases. This high en-
ergy loading on short timescales produces both high plasma densities and high densities of molecular 
exited states. These high densities of electrons and excited states interact with each other during the 
early afterglow through electron collision quenching and associative ionization. In this paper we 
discuss results from a 2-dimensional computational investigation of a nCD sustained in air at a pressure 
of 28.5 mbar and with a voltage amplitude 20 kV. Discharges were investigated for two circuit config-
urations – a floating low voltage electrode and with the low voltage electrode connected to ground 
through a ballast resistor. The first configuration produced a single ionization wave from the high to 
low voltage electrode. The second produced converging ionization waves beginning at both elec-
trodes. With a decrease of the tube radius, the velocity of the ionization fronts decreased while the 
shape of the ionization wave changed from the electron density being distributed smoothly in the 
radial direction, to being hollow shaped where there is a higher electron density near the tube wall. For 
sufficiently small tubes, the near-wall maxima merge to have the higher density on the axis of the 
capillary tube. In the early afterglow, the temporal and radial behavior of the N2(C3Πu) density is a 
sensitive function of ωdep due to electron collision quenching. These trends indicate that starting from 
ωdep ≥0.3 eV/molecule, it is necessary to take into account interactions of electrons with electronically 
excited species during the discharge and early afterglow. 
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1. Introduction 
Nanosecond pulsed discharges, characterized by high reduced electric fields and strongly 

nonequilibrium plasmas [1]–[5], are efficient for generating highly reactive species and producing 
fast gas heating [6], [7]. Production of reactive species is important for surface functionalization and 
biomedical applications [8]–[15]. Fast gas heating is important to plasma assisted flow control and, 
together with production of reactive species, for plasma-assisted combustion [16]–[21]. The pro-
duction of these reactive species is a sensitive function of the manner of energy deposition – specif-
ically the pulse power format and specific energy deposition (J/cm3). Controlling these properties 
then provides a means to optimize nanosecond pulsed discharges for specific applications. 

While nanosecond capillary discharges (nCD) sustained at atmospheric pressure are widely 
used for biomedical applications, the nCD sustained at moderate pressures [22]–[25] is an attractive 
tool to investigate fundamental plasma processes as a function of operational parameters, as well as 
the specific energy deposition. The terms fast ionization wave (FIW) and streamer are usually used 
when describing propagation plasmas in nCDs. FIW is typically used for moderate pressures (hun-
dreds of mbar) while the term streamers is usually used for atmospheric pressure. Characterization 
of FIWs includes measurements of the longitudinal electric field by calibrated capacitive probes 
[23], [26]. These measurements indicate that normalized electric fields, electric field/gas number 
density, of up to many thousands of Td occur during the few first nanoseconds [1 Td (Townsend) = 
10-17 V·cm2]. Although insightful, such measurements typically have some spatial and time averag-
ing, and so are not able to resolve the finer structure of the FIW. 

New diagnostics such as E-FISH [27], [28] are approaching the time and spatial scales required 
to resolve FIW dynamics. However, multi-dimensional numerical simulations currently provide 
some of the most detailed perspectives of the development of capillary discharges, bolstered by 
comparison to available experiments. For example, two-dimensional (2D) simulations were per-
formed of a Xe/Ne discharge initiated by a nanosecond high-voltage pulse propagating through a 
branched channel consisting of two straight inlet and outlet sections separated by a circular loop 
[29]. Qualitative agreement was obtained with experiments for the predicted dynamics of the FIW 
splitting, propagation and merging. Streamer propagation in a capillary tube in air at atmospheric 
pressure was modeled by Jansky et al [30]. The tube radius, relative permittivity and photoioniza-
tion were found to influence the 2D distribution of plasma parameters. Modeling of a nCD at mod-
erate pressure was performed by Klochko et al [31], where the calculated FIW propagation speed, 
current rise and E/N rise agreed well with experiments. 

When the FIW in a moderate pressure nCD reaches the low voltage electrode, the conductive 
channel connecting the two electrodes enables a high current density, and as a consequence, high 
energy deposition. These conditions in turn provide a high density of electrons and electronically 
excited species. By varying voltage amplitude, tube radius and length, it is possible to adjust the 
specific energy deposition (SED) in the plasma. Recent measurements by optical emission spec-
troscopy and two photon absorption laser induced fluorescence (TALIF)of a nCD, with accompa-
nying kinetics modeling [25] [32], have shown that an increase of the SED increases the probability 
of interaction of excited and/or charged species with each other. That is, the reaction mechanism 
becomes highly nonlinear with increasing SED and can lead to significantly different outcomes than 
at low values of SED. The results of 1-dimensional (1D) modeling of a nCD in air by Popov sug-
gested that for SED of ≥ 1 eV/molecule (the following text will use eV/mol for simplicity), molec-
ular oxygen is nearly completely dissociated in the early afterglow (1-2 µs) [33]. These trends were 
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explained by dissociative collisions of O2 with excited nitrogen molecules. Zhu et al. proposed that 
the optical actinometry method to obtain absolute O-atom densities in the early afterglow of nCD 
must take into account the change of kinetics at high SED [34]. 

In this paper, we discuss results from 2D numerical simulations of a nanosecond capillary dis-
charge at moderate pressure. We found that the spatial distribution of the fast ionization wave in 
nCDs is a sensitive function of tube radius during the propagation breakdown stage. When the FIW 
produces a conducting channel between the electrodes, the dynamics transition from being centered 
on the axis of the tube to becoming wall dominated. The discharge is also sensitive to the specific 
energy deposition during the low-voltage, high current stage following breakdown due to increasing 
reaction rates between excited species. 

Descriptions of the model and operating conditions are given in Section 2. The kinetics scheme 
and validation are discussed in Section 3. The propagation of the discharge front and the spa-
tial-temporal distribution of species are discussed in Section 4 with the aim of providing insights to 
the evolution of the plasma at high electric fields over a wide range of SED. Concluding remarks 
are in Section 5. 

 
2. Description of the Model and Implementation of Experimental Conditions 

The numerical simulations were performed using nonPDPsim, a hybrid code which uses un-
structured meshes. A detailed description of the model can be found in [35]. In this section, we 
briefly describe the equations solved in model for this investigation. 

Continuity equations are solved using a drift-diffusion approximation for the fluxes of charged 
species, neutral species and electron energy: 

𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝛻𝛻 ⋅ 𝚪𝚪𝐢𝐢 = 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑁𝑁𝜕𝜕        

 (1) 

𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝜀𝜀
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝛻𝛻 ⋅ 𝚪𝚪𝛆𝛆 = 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 − 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝛴𝛴𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖        

 (2) 

𝚪𝚪𝐢𝐢 = −(𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖/|𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖|)𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 − 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝛻𝛻𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐    
 (3) 

𝚪𝚪𝐢𝐢 = −𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝛻𝛻𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛        
 (4) 

𝚪𝚪𝛆𝛆 = 5
3
𝜀𝜀𝚪𝚪𝐞𝐞 − 𝜆𝜆𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒           

 (5) 

where 𝛻𝛻 is electrical potential, and 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖, 𝛤𝛤𝑖𝑖 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖, 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 ,𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 are the number density, flux, diffu-
sion coefficient, mobility, charge and source function for species 𝑖𝑖. The source function 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 includes 
gain and loss terms due to gas phase reactions (neutral chemistry, ion-molecule reactions and electron 
impact processes) and contributions associated with wall chemistry, including electron emission from 
surfaces. 𝑁𝑁𝜕𝜕, 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 and 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 are the number of total, charged and neutral species, receptively. 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 is the 
electron number density. 𝜀𝜀 ≡ 3𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒/2, 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒, 𝜅𝜅𝑖𝑖, 𝛤𝛤𝑒𝑒 and 𝜆𝜆 are the mean electron energy, power ab-
sorbed from the electric field by electrons, power lost in collision 𝑖𝑖, electron thermal flux, and ther-
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mal conductivity. The total absorbed power 𝑃𝑃ε is computed assuming Joule heating by all charged 
species: 

𝑃𝑃ε = 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 ⋅ ∑ [𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖(𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝛻𝛻𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 + (𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖/|𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖|)𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)]𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖=1      (6) 

Where qi is the charge of species i. The thermal conductivity of electrons 𝜆𝜆 is [36]: 
𝜆𝜆 = 8𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒/(𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚)          (7) 

where 𝜈𝜈𝑚𝑚 is the electron momentum transfer collision frequency. The system of equations 1-7 is 
closed by solving Poisson’s equation for the electric potential: 

−𝛻𝛻(𝜖𝜖𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻) = ∑ 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 + 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚        (8) 

where 𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚 is the charge density on surfaces and in materials: 
𝜕𝜕𝜌𝜌𝑚𝑚
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

= ∑ 𝑞𝑞𝑗𝑗
𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐
𝑗𝑗=1 �−𝛻𝛻 ⋅ 𝚪𝚪𝐣𝐣(1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗)� − 𝛻𝛻 ⋅ (𝜎𝜎(−𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)) .  (9) 

γj is the secondary electron emission coefficient for species j, and 𝜎𝜎 is the conductivity of solid mate-
rials. 

 
Figure 1. Validation of computed ionization coefficient of (a) pure N2 and (b) air. Experimental data repre-
sented by points are taken (a) from Refs. [37]–[39] and (b) from Refs [40], [41]. 
 

 

The electron transport coefficients and rate coefficients used to solve the equations (1-9) were 
obtained by solving Boltzmann’s equation for the electron energy distribution (EED) using a two-term 
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spherical harmonic approximation. Solving Boltzmann’s equation over a range of E/N (electric 
field/gas number density) produced a table of collision frequency and reaction rate coefficients as a 
function of electron temperature.  Given the local electron temperature from the model, rate coeffi-
cients were determined by interpolating this table based on the local mean energy approximation. The 
accuracy of the EED is critical in modeling nCDs. To be consistent with our previous study of nCD 
[34], the reaction mechanism utilized the following sources: 

(i) The electron impact cross sections for N2(v = 0 − 8) , N2(A3Σu+), N2(B3Πg), 𝑁𝑁2(W3Δ𝑢𝑢), 
N2(B′3Σu−) , N2�a1Πg� , N2(a′1Σu−) , N2(W1Δu) , N2(C3Πu) , N2(E3Σg+) , N2(sum) , O2(4.5eV) ] 
were based on the results of Pitchford and Phelps [42]. Not all these species are considered when 
solving transport equations and the electron energy equation, but their energy losses are included 
when solving Boltzmann’s equation for the EED. 
(ii) Electron impact excitation e + N2(B3Πg) → e + N2(C3Πu) is one of the more important pro-
cesses in the nCDs discussed in this work. The cross section for this process (and by detailed balance, 
the reverse reaction) were taken from the work of Bacri and Medani [43].  

To confirm that the cross sections used in the simulation reproduce swarm data, the ionization coeffi-
cient, Kion and drift velocity Vdr were calculated as a function of E/N. The calculated results are fa-
vorably compared with experimental data in Figure 1 for nitrogen and air.  

Photo-ionization is accounted for using a propagator method described in Ref. [35]. The pho-
to-ionization source for species m at location ri due to the integral of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) pho-
ton emission from all other locations rj by species k is given by 

𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚(𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢) = 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝐼𝐼 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚(𝐫𝐫𝑖𝑖)𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘(𝐫𝐫𝑗𝑗′)𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘(𝐫𝐫𝑗𝑗′, 𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢)𝑑𝑑3𝐫𝐫𝐣𝐣′     (10) 

𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘(𝐫𝐫𝑗𝑗′, 𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢) =
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−∫ 𝛴𝛴𝑙𝑙

𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢
𝐫𝐫𝐣𝐣
′ 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙(𝐫𝐫𝑛𝑛′ )𝑑𝑑𝐫𝐫𝑛𝑛′ )

4𝜋𝜋|𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢 −𝐫𝐫𝐣𝐣
′|2

      (11) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝑘𝑘  is the density of the radiating species having Einstein coefficient 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 , 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝐼𝐼  is the pho-
to-ionization cross section for species 𝑚𝑚 by photons emitted by species 𝑘𝑘 and 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘 is the total ab-

sorption cross section for photon 𝑘𝑘 by species 𝑙𝑙. 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘�𝐫𝐫𝐣𝐣′, 𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢� is Green’s function for the survival of the 

photons emitted at the location 𝐫𝐫𝐣𝐣 to reach location 𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢, and also accounts for view angles and obscura-
tion which may block the radiation. For the N2/O2 mixture investigated here, resonance radiation from 
the N2 singlet states is the photo-ionization source in the wavelength range of 98-102.5 nm. The pho-

to-ionization cross section for O2 was parameterized between 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘 = 0.1− 1 A
∘
2 [44]. By comparing 

with experimental results (discussed in the following section), the photo-ionization cross section was 

selected to be 𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘 = 0.6 A
∘
2.  

In the present work, only transport of charged particles, radicals and photons, and diffusion of 
neutral species, are addressed. Gas heating and the hydrodynamic motion of the neutral gas resulting 
from temperature gradients are not taken into account due to the short time scale, the constant tube 
volume and the fact that few processes of interest at this stage are sensitive to gas temperature. 

A description of the experimental setup and the geometry of the capillary discharge are in Refs. 
[25], [34]. The discharge was initiated in a quartz capillary tube. Two grounded aluminum plates 
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enclose the capillary from above and below. Adhesive aluminum sheets form a closed, grounded 
screen having a rectangular cross section. The discharge tube is terminated by two metal pin-shaped 
high voltage (HV) and low voltage (LV) electrodes. The HV electrode is connected to a generator 
that supplies the voltage pulses. The LV electrode is left unterminated and connected to the long 
cable. A different boundary for the potential of the LV electrode was also considered in the simu-
lations. 

 

Figure 2. 2D cylindrical geometry for the nCD with an enlargement of the low voltage electrode showing the 
numerical mesh refinement. The length of tube ranges from 2 cm to 8 cm. 
 

The simplified 2D cylindrical geometry for used in this work is shown in Figure 2. The ge-
ometry consists of a quartz capillary tube with relative permittivity εr=4. To directly compare to 
prior experiments [31], the actual discharge tube radius was used in the model. To reduce the 
computational cost when using a fine numerical mesh and more detailed kinetics, the following 
changes were implemented: 

(i) The length of the capillary tube was reduced from 8 cm to L = 2 cm. This reduction in 
length preserves the main features of the discharge while reducing the calculation time for 
propagation of the discharge. The calculation then focuses more on the behavior of the dis-
charge after closing the discharge gap where the main energy is deposited. The voltage rise 
time was also reduced to enable a constant value of voltage before the ionization wave closes 
the gap.  
(ii) The radius of the capillary tube for the base case, R1=0.75 mm, corresponds to the experi-
ment. To investigate the dependence of discharge phenomena as a function of radius of the 
discharge tube, calculations were also performed for radii of R2=1.5 mm and R3=3.75 mm. 

Boundary conditions for the transport equations were assigned according to species and mate-
rials. For the transport equations, a flux in/flux out boundary condition was used for all the plas-
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ma-material contacting surfaces. For each species, a "consumption" coefficient 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and "production" 
coefficient 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘,𝑖𝑖 are specified where 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 is the probability that species 𝑖𝑖 is consumed by the surface 
and 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘,𝑖𝑖 is the rate of production of species 𝑘𝑘 by species 𝑖𝑖. The returning flux from the surface is 
then 

𝛤𝛤𝑟𝑟 = 𝛤𝛤𝑟𝑟0(1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟) + ∑ 𝛤𝛤𝑟𝑟0𝑘𝑘 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘,𝑟𝑟     (12) 
where 𝛤𝛤𝑟𝑟0 is the flux into the surface assuming the surface density is zero and the sum is over other 
species. For ions, 𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 is 1 and β for the corresponding neutral is 1.0. The secondary electron emission 
coefficient for ions 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘,𝑟𝑟 is 0.01. 

For the electron energy equation, an electron temperature of 0.05 eV is assigned to all surfaces in 
contact with the plasma. This adiabatic boundary condition avoids the possibility of overestimating 
electron density adjacent to tube wall. 

For Poisson’s equation, the electric potential boundary conditions on metal surfaces are obtained 
from a circuit model. Each metal surface is connected to ground through a simple electrical circuit 
consisting of a resistor and power supply (whose voltage setting would be zero for grounded metals). 
Currents through each leg of the circuit are obtained by summing charged particle fluxes. Electrically 
floating metal surfaces are actually represented by dielectrics having sufficiently high conductivity and 
permittivity that they appear to be equipotential surfaces. Charging of dielectric surfaces is accounted 
for by computing the surface charge densities from the charged particle fluxes onto the surface as in 
Equation (9). Photoelectron emission from surfaces was not considered.  

The initial electron density was 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒0 = 109 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚−3 uniformly distributed in the capillary tube to 
account for the residual electron density from prior pulses. In addition, a small spot of plasma with a 
Gaussian spatial distribution was placed at the tip of HV electrode (r=0 cm, z=0.6 cm),  

𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟, 𝑧𝑧) = 1013𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(−( 𝑟𝑟
0.01 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚

)2 − ((𝑧𝑧 − 0.6 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚)/0.01 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚)2)) cm-3.  (13) 

The initial ion density is given based on quasi-neutrality. The initial voltage applied to the HV elec-
trode is 3 kV to eliminate the computationally time-consuming voltage rise stage prior to initiation of 
the discharge.  
 
3. Kinetics Reduction and Validation 

In our previous work Ref [34], a reduced kinetics scheme of 47 reactions for air with 5.3% Ar 
was proposed. The aim was to describe the temporal evolution of the electron density and selected 
excited species in a nanosecond capillary discharge and to predict the density of oxygen atoms in 
the ground state. The kinetics scheme was validated with experimental measurements.  

Unless otherwise noted, the operating conditions are a pressure of P = 28.5 mbar (2850 Pascal, 
21.4 Torr) and a gas mixture of nitrogen and oxygen (N2/O2 =80/20). The voltage pulse has a 20 kV 
amplitude with a rise time of 2 ns, plateau of 6 ns and decay time of 2 ns. To account for the gas 
mixture used in this work, this previously derived kinetics scheme in Ref [34] was adjusted. 

(i) The original scheme was validated on the basis of the temporal evolution of electron density, and 
optical emission from N2(C3Πu), O(3p3P), and Ar(2p1). In this work, validation was based on 
emission from N2(C3Πu).` 
(ii) A validated kinetics scheme for streamer propagation can be found in Ref [45]. The kinetics takes 
into account the reactions between charged species and were added to our reduced kinetics scheme in 
[34]. 
(iii) Associative ionization reactions are responsible for long-lived plasmas with high specific en-
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ergy deposition. The following reactions were added to the model [33]: 
N2(A3Σu+) + N2(a′1Σu−) → N4

+ + e    (k=3×10-12 cm3/s)    (14a) 
N2(a′1Σu−) + N2(a′1Σu−) → N4

+ + e    (k=1×10-11 cm3/s)   (14b) 
where k is the rate coefficient. Two conditions were used for validation. The first used a short tube 
(L =2 cm) to validate the kinetics scheme by comparing the temporal evolution of N2(C3Πu) with 
results from a global kinetics model, ZDPlaskin, used in Ref [34] for an actinometry study. The 
second used a discharge tube commensurate with the experiment (L = 8 cm) to validate FIW 
propagation with the results presented in Ref [31]. 

 
Figure 3. Validation of the reaction mechanism for optical emission from N2(C3Πu). (a) E/N extracted from the 
2D modeling results that were used as input to the global model. (b) Normalized optical emission of N2(C3Πu) 
predicted by the global model and by nonPDPsim. The classical decay rate is based on only the natural lifetime of 
N2(C3Πu).  
 

When using the shorter tube, the temporal evolution of E/N and the density of N2(C3Πu) in 
the middle of the tube were recorded from the 2D simulation, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The E/N 
profile and the electron density as a function of time from the 2D model were used as input to the 
global model (without Ar addition) to calculate the density of N2(C3Πu). The time dependence of 
N2(C3Πu) calculated by nonPDPsim and by the global model, shown in Figure 3(b), are in a good 
agreement. The classical decay curve represents the decrease in optical emission due only to the 
natural lifetime of the N2(C3Πu) state, ~42 ns. The optical emission decays with a shorter life-
time, ~10 ns, due to collisional processes, dominantly with electrons.  

The second case, a simulation for the full length of the experiment, provided the axial 
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electric potential as a function of time. These results are compared to experiments [26] in Figure 
4  as a function of axial distance starting from the tip of the HV electrode for t = 1 − 9 ns. In the 
measurements, the electric potential was measured by moving a capacitive probe along a line 
parallel to the capillary tube at r = 1.27 cm. The shapes of the potential profiles at the probe lo-
cation predicted by the model agree well with the scaled experimental profiles. The speed of the 
ionization wave was determined from the peak electric field deduced from the difference of potential 
profiles along the axial direction. Both calculations and experiments provide a FIW speed of 
≈1.4 mm ns−1. 

 
4. Plasma Properties of Capillary Discharges 

The use of FIW in technological devices is motivated by their ability to produce high degrees of 
ionization, excitation and dissociation. These properties are in large part determined by the spatial 
distribution of plasma density, which is in turn determined by the spatial distribution of the electric field 
in the nCD. To investigate these processes, simulations were performed for two types of LV electrode 
configuration (floating potential and fixed potential) and three radii of the discharge tube. 

 
Figure 4. Validation of the axial potential profiles of the FIW during the propagation stage. Results were collected 
from the position of the tip of a capacitive probe, r= 1.27 cm. (a) Model predictions. (b) Experimental measure-
ments. 
 
4.1.1. Fast Ionization Wave and Streamer Modes 
 In the previous experiments on nCDs [24], [31] which we are simulating, the LV electrode was 
connected to the central wire of a 100 m coaxial cable, and the central wire was not physically 
terminated to ground. In this configuration, the LV electrode is electrically floating. In our simu-
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lations, a “metal” is a material that has a specified electric potential as a boundary condition for 
solution of Poisson’s equation.  Dielectrics are materials in which the electric potential is solved 
for. A floating metal can be approximated by specifying the material to be a dielectric with a high 
enough conductivity so that there is a negligible electric field inside that material. In the steady 
state, the potential of the material will be the value that balances the flux of negative and positive 
charge carriers to its surface – the floating potential. During a transient, the charging time of the 
material will be inversely proportional to its capacitance. 
 To contrast these two extremes, two types of LV electrodes were modeled – a “metal like” 
dielectric that has a high conductivity to simulate a floating metal, and a metal connected to ground 
through a 100 Ω ballast resistor. The potential on the LV electrode is then the voltage drop across 
the ballast resistor resulting from current collected by the LV electrode. The radius of the discharge 
tube is 0.75 mm, the same as in the experiments.  

The electron density and E/N in the nCD with an electrically floating LV electrode are shown 
in Fig. 5. The electron density avalanches to 6×1014 cm-3 in the head of the ionization wave during 
its 2 ns propagation across the tube, with a speed increasing from 0.7 × 109 cm/s to 1.1 × 109 cm/s 
(or 7 mm/ns to 11 mm/ns). The E/N in the head of the ionization wave exceeds 5000 Td, producing 
an ionization rate of 3.6 × 1023 cm−3s-1. Due to the LV electrode being electrically floating, a sig-
nificant voltage drop does not develop between the electrode and the adjacent plasma. As a result, 
there is little local ionization due to electric field enhancement at the LV electrode to initiate an 
ionization wave. Ionization is first initiated by electric field enhancement at the HV electrode and 
then sustained by the space charge producing the large E/N in the head of the ionization wave. This 
mode of discharge development – a single ionization wave propagating from the HV to the floating 
LV electrode – is called the fast ionization wave (FIW) mode.  

Once the FIW reaches the LV electrode after 2.4 ns, the tube is filled with a quasi-uniform 
plasma with an electron density exceeding 1015 cm−3 and with a quasi-uniform E/N having a rela-
tively low value (tens of Td). A sheath with a low electron density, 109 cm−3, and high E/N ex-
ceeding 12000 Td, is formed near the dielectric wall, having a thickness of about 300 µm. The 
voltage drop across the sheath is about 2000 V and the sheath thickness corresponds to about 700 
λD (Debye lengths), as might be expected for floating dielectric in contact with a high plasma 
density at 28.5 mbar.  

When simulating a discharge having a floating LV electrode, a single FIW propagated from the HV 
electrode to the LV electrode. When simulating a discharge having a LV electrode connected to ground 
through a ballast resistor, two ionization fronts separately propagated from the HV and LV electrodes 
towards each other. Although the physics of these ionization waves seems to be the same, we will 
call the first mode that occurs with a floating LV electrode a “fast ionization wave”. The second that 
occurs with a grounded LV electrode will be called a “streamer” mode in analogy to pin–to-pin 
atmospheric discharges where two streamers start from the electrodes and merge in the interelec-
trode space. 

The electron density and E/N in the nCD with the LV electrode grounded through a 100 Ω 
ballast resistor are shown in Fig. 6. In this configuration, ionization waves propagate from both the 
HV electrode (left side in Fig. 6) and the LV electrode (right side). This is called the “streamer” 
mode. With the grounded LV electrode, there is a sufficient voltage drop at the tip of the LV 
electrode, coupled with electric field enhancement, to launch the second ionization wave. The 
positive streamer propagating left to right from the HV electrode has a lower speed than the FIW 
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that occurs with the floating electrode. It takes 1.6 ns for the positive streamer to propagate 0.5 cm 
compared to 1 ns in the FIW mode. The negative streamer propagating right to left from the LV 
electrode covers only 0.25 cm during the same time. However, once formed, the positive streamer 
accelerates to a higher velocity than t h e  FIW, reaching 1.4 × 1 0 9  cm/s (14 mm/ns) compared 
to 1.1 × 1 0 9  cm/s (11 mm/ns) in the FIW mode.  

 

 
Figure 5. Evolution of an ionization wave in a capillary tube with the LV electrode electrically floating. The HV 
electrode is at the left and the LV electrode is at the right. This is the FIW mode. (a) electron density in units of 
cm−3; (b) electric field in units of Td (10-17 V·cm2). The tube radius is 0.75 mm. 
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Figure 6. Evolution of ionization waves in a capillary tube with the LV electrode electrically grounded through a 
ballast resistor. The HV electrode is at the left and the LV electrode is at the right. This is the streamer mode. (a) 
electron density in units of cm−3.  (b) Normalized electric field (E/N) in units of Td (10-17 V-cm2). The tube radius 
is 0.75 mm. 

The positive and negative streamers merge at about 2.2 ns, leaving a quasi-uniform plasma 
between the HV electrode and the position at which the merger takes place. A lower plasma density 
extends to the LV electrode. The maximum ionization source in the positive streamer front is 
1.5×1023 cm3s-1 and ionization in the negative streamer is 2.7×1022 cm3s-1. The thick sheath region 
near the cathode shields the potential on the LV electrode, leads to a weaker negative ionization 
wave. 

The electron density and E/N on the axis of the FIW and streamer modes are shown in Figure 7.  
There are several systematic differences between the FIW and streamer modes. (i) The peak elec-
tron density and E/N in the FIW mode increase during propagation from the HV to LV electrode, 
reaching ne = 1015 cm−3 and E/N =14000 Td at 2.4 ns. This monotonic increase is due to the low 
E/N (and low voltage drop) behind the streamer in the conductive channel, which then increases 
voltage ahead of the head of the FIW in the low pre-pulse plasma density. This increased voltage 
enables a larger E/N in the head of the FIW. In the streamer mode, the increase in the maximum 
electron density and E/N stops once the two streamers merge, and a conductive path is produced 
between the electrodes. (ii) The E/N in the head of FIW is 3-4 times higher than that in the head of 
the streamers. The electron density in the channel of the FIW is also 3-4 times larger than that for 
the streamers. In spite of these differences, after passage of the ionization waves in both the FIW 
and streamer modes, the tube is filled with a fairly uniform electron density. 

Energy deposition in the nCD takes place dominantly after the propagation of the ionization 
waves and the tube is filled with plasma. This is true for both the FIW and streamer modes. The E/N 
at the center of the nCD (r=0 cm, z=1.5 cm) is shown in Fig. 8 for the FIW and streamer modes. In 
the FIW mode, after a sharp rise and drop in E/N as the ionization front passes (2 ns), there is a 
second peak. This peak results from the voltage drop across the head of the FIW being dissipated by 
transfer of charge to the electrode, and the voltage being redistributed across the discharge tube. 
When the ionization wave reaches the LV electrode, the positive charge in the front is neutralized, this 
leads to the increase of the electric field in the positive channel. Then the electric field drops again af-
ter the charge in the channel is also neutralized.  

After transit of the ionization front across the tube, the tube is uniformly filled with plasma 
with a near constant conductivity (after 3 ns). As a result, the electric field is largely uniform across 
the tube except for geometrical electric field enhancement at the tips of the electrodes. E/N is then 
determined by the difference in potentials between the HV and LV, and their intervening distance. 
In the streamer mode the E/N in the head of the positive ionization wave head is smaller due to 
voltage division with the negative ionization wave. However, the end result is the same as for the 
FIW. Once the tube is filled with uniform plasma, the electric field in the center of the tube is 
largely determined by the applied voltage and distance between the electrodes (while accounting 
for electric field enhancement at the electrode tips). The similarities in the uniformity of the plasma 
and of the electric field after the tube is filled by plasma between the FIW and streamer modes 
implies that the energy deposition should also be the nearly the same. 
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Figure 7. Axial distribution of electron density in (a) the fast ionization wave and (c) the streamer modes; and 
axial normalized electric field (E/N) in (b) the fast ionization wave and (d) the streamer modes. The radius of the 
tube is 0.75 mm. 
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Figure 8. E/N at the middle of the capillary tube (r=0 cm, z= 1.5 cm) for the two modes of discharge, FIW 
and streamer, in the nCD. 
 
4.1.2. Streamers in Tubes with Different Radii 

For a given stored energy in the pulsed power circuit, the radius of the discharge tube deter-
mines the deposited energy density in the nCD. However, given that streamers and ionization 
waves typically have radii that are functions of pressure, the radius of the discharge tube then may 
also determine the degree of physical confinement of the ionization wave. To investigate these 
scalings, simulations were conducted for nCD radii of R1=0.75 mm (the experimental value), 
R2=1.5 mm and R3=3.75 mm. In increasing the diameter of the discharge tube, the radii of the LV 
and HV electrodes were also increased in the same proportion. The LV electrode was grounded 
through a 100 Ω resistor to enable the streamer mode. All other parameters remained the same. The 
spatial and axial evolution of electric field and electron density for different radii are in Figures 9 
and 10. 
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Figure 9. Plasma properties while varying the discharge tube radii (R1=0.75 mm, R2=1.5 mm and R3=3.75 
mm. (a) electron density and (b) normalized electric field. (E/N) 
 

For all radii, ionization waves start from both electrodes, propagate in opposite directions and 
then merge to form quasi-neutral plasma regions, consistent with the streamer mode. The initial 
intensity of the ionization waves decreases with increasing radius in part because the electric field 
enhancement at the tip of the electrodes decreases with increasing radii. The radius of the ionization 
head, Rs, increases with increasing discharge tube radii. Rs is close to the radius of the narrow tube 
and so the streamer is confined by the discharge tube. This confinement leads to larger losses and so 
a larger E/N is needed to sustain the ionization wave, while also producing larger energy deposition. 
With a larger discharge tube radius, confinement and losses decrease, charge separation in the head 
occurs over a larger region, leading to lower space charge density, lower E/N and lower ionization 
rate. The larger losses for the smaller tube reduce the streamer propagation velocity. The increase in 
propagation speed, vs, with increasing radius is consistent with the scaling proposed in Ref [46], 

𝑣𝑣𝑠𝑠 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖
ln(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒/𝑛𝑛0)

         (15) 

where 𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖 is the ionization frequency, 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 is the electron density in the streamer and 𝑛𝑛0 is the elec-
tron density at a distance 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 from the ball-like surface of the streamer. The expression for streamer 
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velocity, Eq. (15) is obtained from the ionization frequency, or the time of ionization growth νi
-1 [46], 

[47] assuming that the electron density stops increasing when the inverse time of the ionization 
growth is equal to the Maxwell relaxation time (the time for the EED to become a Maxwellian). In 
this work, the streamer is confined for the smaller tubes, and so 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 is controlled by the tube radius. 
The ionization frequency 𝜈𝜈𝑖𝑖 is a function of 𝐸𝐸/𝑁𝑁. The electric field at 1.8 ns for R1 = 0.75 mm 
(4500 Td) is about 1.5 times that of the larger radii R2 = 1.5 mm. The value of ln(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒/𝑛𝑛0) decreases 
with the increase of tube radius (although 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒/𝑛𝑛0 are of the same magnitude). The combination of 
these factors produces a 1.1 to 1.3 times increase in streamer propagation velocity when doubling the 
tube radius. 

 

Figure 10. Axial distribution of electron density and electric field in tubes with radius of R2 =1.5 mm and 
R3 = 3.75 mm. a) E/N and b) electron density for R2; and c) E/N and d) electron density for R3), 
 

The radial distributions of electron density and ionization rates are functions of the discharge 
tube radius, as shown in Fig. 11. With increasing radius of the tube, the electron density in the 
plasma channel after transit of the ionization front decreases. For R1=0.75 mm, the electron density is 
maximum near the axis, 6 × 1013 cm-3 with a relatively high E/N in the head, 4500 Td. When the 
tube radius is doubled, R2=1.5 mm, the electron density decreases to 2 × 1013 cm-3, and is more 
concentrated near the tube wall with lower E/N in the ionization head, 2800Td. In the largest tube, 
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R3=3.75 mm, a bulk plasma is formed, 2.5 × 1012 cm-3, with little enhancement of electron density 
near the wall. The E/N in the head is the weakest among all the radii, 2070 Td. For these conditions, 
the streamer is confined by the smallest tube, necessitating a larger E/N to sustain the plasma and 
producing largest specific energy density. For the intermediate diameter, confinement is less while 
electric enhancement in crossing from the plasma to the quartz tube induces a surface ionization 
wave (SIW) [48] which enhances the electron density. The streamer radius is smaller than that of 
the largest tube, which then enables the streamer to propagate largely as a bulk ionization wave 
independent of the wall. Having said that, there is still a weak SIW that propagates in the large tube. 

 

Figure 11. Plasma properties for different discharge tube radii. (a) Electron density as a function of radius 
at a height of 1.5 cm. (b) Electron impact source in the ionization head. The data are shown at 1.8 ns for R1 
and R2, and at 1.6 ns for R3 
 
4.2. Discharge and Early Afterglow: Energy Deposition and Species Evolution 

The influence of specific energy deposition in the plasma, ωdep (eV/molecule), on discharge 
properties was investigated by adjusting the resistance of the external circuit. For a given current, 
larger ballast resistors have a large voltage drop, leaving less voltage across the discharge tube and 
lower ωdep. In this section, the dependence of electron density and density of N2(C3Πu)) will be dis-
cussed as a function of ωdep. 
4.2.1. Electrical Characteristics and Specific Energy Deposition 

Once the FIW reaches the LV electrode, or the two streamers merge, the tube is filled with 
conductive plasma. Energy deposition dominantly occurs at this stage as the capacitance of the 
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power supply delivers current through this conductive channel. With the simple circuit employed 
in the model, there is no inductance to slow the delivery of current and there is no drop in the power 
supply voltage due to depletion of its capacitance. The effects we discuss are then a result of voltage 
division between the plasma in the discharge tube and the ballast resistor. With a discharge tube 
radius of R1=0.75, to vary ωdep the ballast resistor was varied from 20 Ω to 12,700 Ω, which 
produced a range of ωdep of 5 eV/molecule (20 Ω) to 0.004 eV/molecule (12,700 Ω), and a range of 
E/N after breakdown of 600 Td to 50 Td. 

 
Figure 12. Calculated plasma properties of discharges in a short capillary tube with varying resistance in the 
external circuit. The tube radius is R1=0.75 mm. (a) E/N, ωdep and E/N as a function of time for a 100 Ω ballast 
resistor. (b) Maximum values of E/N, current and ωdep as a function of ballast resistance. 
 

The computed E/N, current and energy deposition are shown in Fig. 12(a) for a 100 Ω ballast 
resistor. The maximum E/N during the energy deposition stage after breakdown reaches 600 Td 
while the current reaches 120 A. The total deposited energy increases to 1.2 eV/mol before the cur-
rent is terminated due at the end of the voltage pulse. Adjusting the ballast resistance leads to scaling 
of the properties in the energy deposition stage, as shown in Fig. 12(b). The maximum E/N during 
energy deposition falls below the nominal self-sustaining value (~120 Td) when the ballast resistance 
is higher than 5.5 kΩ. The change in energy deposition is closely related to the change in maximum 
current. 
 

4.2.2. Long-lived Plasma and Quenching of Excited Species 
An increase in specific energy deposition leads to an increase in the roles of collisions of electrons 

with short-lived electronically excited species, collisions of electronically excited species with neutrals, 
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and collisions between electronically excited species. Not taking into account these processes can lead to 
significant errors in the analysis of experimental data, for example in deriving densities of species from 
actinometry and LIF/TALIF, as well as in numerical modeling. To demonstrate the importance of these 
processes at high ωdep, we use normalized values of the electron density and the density of N2(C3Πu). 
(Normalized values are densities divided by their maximum value.) Both global modeling and experi-
ments have shown that when operating at high 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 the decay in electron density in the early afterglow 
is slower than would be predicted solely by electron loss by attachment and recombination.  These 
results also show that the density of N2(C3Πu) decays faster than the rate given by its natural lifetime 
and quenching by the ground states of molecular nitrogen and oxygen. 

 

Figure 14. The time dependence of (a) absolute electron density and (b) normalized electron density for 
different specific energy depositions; and (c) the maximum electron density (blue line) and decay rate of 
electrons at 8 ns (black line) and at 50 ns (red line). 
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The absolute and normalized densities of electrons are shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(b) as a 

function of time for different values of 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. For t<10 ns, electrons are mainly produced by direct 
electron impact ionization of ground state species, 

e + N2 → N2
+ + e + e,        (16) 

e + O2 → O2
+ + e + e        (17) 

The electrons are dominantly consumed by three body attachment, dissociative attachment and recom-
bination (mainly with O2

+) 
e + e + O2 → O2

− + e       (18a) 
e + O2 → O + O−        (18b) 
e + O2

+ → O + O        (18c) 
After the discharge pulse, the electron density decreases. The initial rate of decrease during the first 50 
ns for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒>0.1 eV/mol increases with 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, as shown in Figure 14(c). This fast initial decay is 
mainly due to the high electron and ion densities produced by the high 𝐸𝐸/𝑁𝑁 during the discharge. With 
the rates of dissociative recombination (the dominant electron loss process) scaling with the square of 
the plasma density, higher rates of decay are expected at higher energy deposition. For example, dis-
sociative recombination has a rate coefficient of approximately 10-7 cm3s-1. With an initial electron and 
ion density of 1016 cm-3, the initial rate of decay is 109/s. With an initial plasma density of 1014 cm-3, the 
decay rate is 107/s. At the same time the densities of N2(A3Σu+) and N2(a′1Σu−) increase with in-
creasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, producing ionization during the early afterglow by the associative ionization reactions 
in Eq. 14. For associative ionization rates coefficients of 10-11 cm3s-1 and N2(A3Σu+) and N2(a′1Σu−) 
densities of 1015 cm-3 for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1.2eV/mol, rates of associative ionization are 1019 cm-3s-1. These rates 
are smaller than the rates of dissociative recombination and attachment but do serve to slow down the 
decay of electron density. At 50 ns, the combination of dissociative recombination and associative 
ionization leads to a transition region between 0.6 eV/mol and 1.2 eV/mol where the decay rate 
reaches a maximum of 2×107/s. 

Starting from t=50 ns, the density of electrons decays with a slower rate. With the electron tem-
perature at this time Te < 0.2 eV, dissociative recombination is largely responsible for the rate of decay. 
The rate of decay for cases with higher 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, which was high in the early afterglow, decreases. In this 
time, associative ionization (see equations (14)) becomes an important electron source. 
 The mechanisms for production and loss of N2(C3Πu) have already been discussed in prior 
studies, including the role of quenching by electrons in pure nitrogen [25]. The role of the quenching of 
N2(C3Πu) by electrons was found to be important in interpreting the results of O-atom actinometry 
[34] for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≈1.0 eV/mol. 

The densities of N2(C3Πu), absolute and normalized, are shown in Figure 15 as a function of time 
for different 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. At low 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the decay is dominated by the quenching with oxygen molecules 
and radiative decay.  For example, at 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.004 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙, the decay rate is 6.5×107/s with 
N2(C3Πu) being 2×1014 cm-3. The role of electron quenching can be seen at higher 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (e.g. 5.0 
eV/mol) despite the high N2(C3Πu) densities that are also produced during the discharge, 5×1016 cm-3. 
The higher density of N2(C3Πu) decays faster in the afterglow, 4.6×108/s, at high 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 due to the 
higher rate of electron collision quenching. Within 100 ns the density of N2(C3Πu) is lower than for 
discharges having smaller 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 
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Figure 15. The temporal evolution of (a) absolute N2(C3Πu) density and (b) normalized N2(C3Πu) density during 
the discharge and afterglow for different specific energy deposition; and (c) the maximum density of 
N2(C3Πu)at 8 ns (blue line) and its decay rate at 8 ns (black line) and 50 ns (red line). 
 

The normalized N2(C3Πu) densities for different 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (Figure 15(b)) show the onset of electron 
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collisions quenching. For low 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the decay rate for N2(C3Πu) in the afterglow is essentially that 
given radiative decay and quenching by neutral molecules. For energy deposition increasing from 
𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒=0.1 eV/mol, the density of N2(C3Πu) increases to 2 × 1015 cm-3, and the electron density 
reaches 4×1014 cm-3. This increase in electron density coincides with the decay rate of N2(C3Πu) in 
the afterglow increasing above that given by radiative decay and quenching by neutral molecules. The 
rate of electron collision quenching (rate constant 10-7 cm3s-1) is 8×1022 cm-3s-1 while quenching by 
oxygen (rate constant 1.3×10-10 cm3s-1) is approximately 2.8×1022 cm-3s-1. Further increase in the spe-
cific energy deposition leads to higher electron densities and higher N2(C3Πu) decay rates. 

The kinetics of electrons and N2(C3Πu) in the afterglow of the nCD is a sensitive function of the 
specific energy deposition 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. For energy deposition of 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≤ 0.1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙, decay rates are well 
described by the natural lifetime and quenching by neutral molecules. With increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the rates 
of decay of the densities of electrons and N2(C3Πu) significantly increase. 

 
3.2.3. Temporal-Spatial Evolution of Species 

After the tube is filled with plasma, the loss mechanisms for electrons and N2(C3Πu) lead to the 
redistribution of species in the afterglow. This redistribution of species has been previously observed 
and analyzed with a 1D kinetics model [25], [49]. 

 
Figure 16. The radial distribution of (a) absolute electron density and (b) absolute N2(C3Πu) density at z= 1.5 cm 
and t= 50 ns. 
 

The radial distributions of densities for different 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 in the afterglow at 𝑡𝑡 = 50 ns are shown in 
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Figure 16(a) for electrons and in Figure 16(b) for N2(C3Πu). The axial electron density scales with 
increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , increasing from 1.5 × 1014  at 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  = 0.004 eV/mol to 3.5 × 1014  cm-3 at 
𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒=5.0 eV/mol.  (The maximum densities during the discharge pulse span from 3×1014 cm-3 to 
1×1016 cm-3.) The width of the high density column also increases, as discussed below.  

The radial distributions of N2(C3Πu) as a function of 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 at 50 ns are significantly different 
than those of electrons. For 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 up to 0.3 eV/mol, the radial distribution of N2(C3Πu) is similar to 
that of electrons, increasing with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, and having an on axis maximum. The density has a 
maximum of 6.0 × 1013 cm-3 at 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒=0.3 eV/mol. With further increase in 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 there is an overall 
decrease in the density of N2(C3Πu). The density decreases more rapidly on axis, resulting in a local 
maximum in density at increasingly larger radius. With an increase in the maximum electron density 
from 3×1014 cm-3 to 1×1016 cm-3 the rates of electron collision quenching of N2(C3Πu) increase by a 
factor of 30. This increase in quenching is higher on axis where the electron density is maximum and 
lower at larger radius. These different rates of quenching produce a lower density of N2(C3Πu) in the 
center of the tube compared to the edge. 

Normalized densities of electrons and N2(C3Πu) as a function of radius at different times dur-
ing the discharge and afterglow are shown in Figure 17 for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 0.004, 0.5 and 6 eV/mol. The ra-
dial density profiles for electrons are nearly the same for all 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 at the end of the discharge at 10 ns. 
In the afterglow, the overall radial distribution is the same with a plateau at small radius and a sharp 
drop near the edge. However, during the afterglow, the width of the plasma channel increases with 
increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. The increasing width of the channel results from increasing rates of electron-ion 
recombination with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 which depresses the density at small radius where the absolute 
densities are initially largest. With increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 there is an increase in the densities of N2(A3Σu+) 
and N2(a′1Σu−), which then augment densities at larger radius by associative ionization reactions.   
 At low 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 the radial distributions of N2(C3Πu) mirror those of the electrons. Under these 
conditions, the radial optical emission of N2(C3Πu) is a good indication of the distribution of elec-
trons. With an increase of 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, N2(C3Πu) is strongly quenched by electrons at radii within the 
plateau where the electron density is high. With further increases of 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the quenching is stronger on 
axis, leading to a hollow radial distribution of N2(C3Πu) . The radius at which the profile of 
N2(C3Πu) is maximum during the afterglow also increases with 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. At this time, the electron 
temperature is not high enough to collisionally produce N2(C3Πu), and the time is too short for dif-
fusion to significantly change the radial profile. The apparent expansion of the N2(C3Πu) channel 
during the afterglow is a result of electron collision quenching and energy pooling reactions with 
N2(A3Σu+) at smaller radii. 

The 2D distributions of electrons and N2(C3Πu) at t=100 ns are shown in Figure 18 for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 
0.004, 0.6 and 5 eV/mol. The following features of the nCD during the afterglow generally occur 
throughout the plasma column: (i) the electron density increases with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , (ii) the 
N2(C3Πu) density increases for 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≤ 0.6 eV/mol and decreases at higher 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, (iii) the radii of the 
electron and N2(C3Πu) channels grow with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, and (iv) the radial profiles of the electron 
densities remain the same, while the radial distributions of the N2(C3Πu) density evolve to be hollow 
with a higher N2(C3Πu) density located closer to the wall. 
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Figure 17. The normalized (left) electron density (left) and (right) N2(C3Πu) density as a function of radius at 
different times at z=1.5 cm for specific energy depositions of (a) 0.004 eV/mol, (b) 0.5 eV/mol and (c) 5.0 eV/mol. 
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Figure 18. 2D distribution of (a) electrons and (b) N2(C3Πu) at t=100 ns for different specific energy depositions. 
 

5. Concluding Remarks 
The development of nanosecond capillary discharges in air at moderate pressure and different 

specific energy depositions was discussed using results from 2D numerical modeling. Propagation of 
ionization waves and filling of the discharge tube with plasma were investigated. Two modes of 
propagation were identified depending on whether the low voltage (LV) electrode was grounded 
through a resistor or was electrically floating. A fast ionization wave (FIW) mode occurred with a 
floating LV electrode and streamer mode occurred with a grounded electrode. In the streamer mode, 
two ionization waves starting at the high voltage (HV) and LV electrodes propagate towards each other 
and merge. In the FIW mode, a single ionization wave propagates from the HV electrode to the LV 
electrode with a higher E/N in the head of the ionization wave and higher electron density in the 
channel. Despite these differences, a uniform distribution of electron density along the discharge tube is 
achieved in both propagation modes. 

Radial distributions of the electron density are strong functions of the radius of the tube. At a tube 
radius of R3=3.75 mm, a bulk plasma was formed that was nearly uniformly distributed in the radial 
direction. At R2=1.5 mm, a higher electron density occurred near the tube wall, leaving a hollow region 
on axis. With further decrease of the radius to R1=0.75 mm, the peaks of electron density near the walls 
merged and a high electron density occurred on the axis of the capillary tube. The propagation velocity 
of the ionization wave increased with tube radius. 

Based on the plasma distribution produced in the streamer mode, the kinetics in the early afterglow 
was modeled to investigate the behavior of selected species with respect to specific energy deposition, 
𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. The peak electron density during the voltage pulse increased with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. The decay 
rate of electron density increased with 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 immediately after the discharge due to this higher initial 
electron density that increased rates of recombination (both 2-body and-3 body). At 𝑡𝑡 ≥50 ns during 
the afterglow, the decay rate of electron density slows due to production of electrons by associative 
ionization. The importance of associative ionization in the afterglow increases with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. 
The radial profile of electrons stays nearly the same during the 300 ns of the discharge and early af-
terglow. 
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The decay rate of N2(C3Πu) during the afterglow increases with increasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒. For 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 < 
0.3 eV/mol, the decay of N2(C3Πu) during the afterglow is well described by its natural radiative 
lifetime and quenching by ground state molecules. The radial profile of N2(C3Πu) closely resembles 
that for electrons. For 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≥ 0.3 eV/mol quenching by electrons becomes important. This electron 
quenching, more rapid on axis where the electron density is higher, produces a hollow radial profile of 
N2(C3Πu) with a minimum on axis and a maximum at larger radius. Due to this quenching with in-
creasing 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, the density of N2(C3Πu) during the afterglow increases with specific energy deposi-
tion if 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≤0.3 eV/mol and decreases if 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≥0.6 eV/mol. 

Taking into account excited state chemistry and electron quenching is critical in nanosecond dis-
charges with high specific energy deposition. On the time scale of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds 
molecular electronic states with high threshold energies may have relatively high densities and domi-
nate plasma chemistry. These interactions, and electron collision quenching, should be taken into ac-
count in optical diagnostics as additional losses (or sources). 
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